General Manager
Candidate Brief

Overview
As part of the Elite Player Performance Plan, the overarching
professional-game strategy for the development of youth
football in England, the academies of professional football club
academies must be licensed and catogorised into one of four
categories, based on a combination of spend, infrastructure,
staffing, and qualitative assessments of their provision across
a range of areas.
To recommend the granting or otherwise of licences, effectively
categorise academies and to support the continual raising
of standards in elite player development, an independent
standards organisation, The Professional Game Academy
Audit Company (PGAAC) has been developed, mandated by
the professional game, to monitor safety, compliance and
the quality of work being delivered. PGAAC is jointly owned
by The FA, the Premier League, and the EFL. PGAAC oversees
an interdisciplinary assessment of academies across Coaching,
Education, Leadership and Management, Performance Support,
Pathway, Player Care and Youth Development rules. The aim is
to regulate and stimulate the Academy system to help make a
positive difference to players, parents and staff involved.
The PGAAC Board, consisting of Premier League, EFL and FA
representatives and an independent Chair, are looking to
recruit a General Manager to lead the Company. The successful
candidate will be responsible for managing all staff within the
organisation, and will be tasked with ensuring that the aims
and purpose of PGAAC are fulfilled, and that the audit process
evolves to meet the needs of the EPPP.

The Role
·

Lead the delivery of the Independent
Audit of Academies across English
Professional Games.

·

Oversee a team of auditors and other
support staff.

·

Manage the club audit schedule and
deployment of auditors across clubs
throughout each season.

·

·

·

Working with the leagues and clubs,
continue to develop and evolve the
assessment framework to provide
effective quality assurance of club
academies in all areas of their
performance.
Implement and maintain an effective
system of internal verification, quality
assurance and standardisation across the
audit team.
Ensure the effective collection, storage
and use of data, providing benchmarked
data and insights to Clubs and the
Professional Game, informing and
improving future practice.

Role: General Manager
Location: Home-based

·

Working with the Board, consider
resource capacity and structure to
ensure the company is set up for
success, now and in the future.

·

When required, attend audits to observe
the auditors’ delivery to support
their personal development and the
development of the audit framework.

·

Review and maintain the PGAAC
operational Plan to ensure all processes
are visible, updating when required.

·

Provide regular feedback to the Leagues
and Professional Game Board (PGB).

·

Prepare agendas and supporting papers
for, and attend quarterly PGAAC Board
meetings and monthly Board referral
meetings.

·

Manage an agreed annual budget.

·

Provide Categorisation recommendations
to the Professional Games Board.

Requirements
∙ High level stakeholder management skills.

∙ Ability to lead and facilitate meetings.

∙ Project management experience.

∙ Ability to lead and manage teams and
individuals particularly in a fully remote
working environment.

∙ Experience of working in an elite
environment in a leadership capacity.
∙ Understanding of the principles of elite
development in a football environment.
∙ High level emotional intelligence
and interpersonal skills.

∙ Possesses a full driving license as
frequent travel will be required.
∙ Safeguarding and Protecting Children.
∙ DBS clearance.

∙ High level communication (oral and
writing) and organisational skills.

Nice-to-haves for the role
∙ Prior experience of working in an
Academy of a professional football club,
or similar elite sport environment.
∙ A role which involves working in an
elite learning and /or performance
environment.

∙ Prior Experience of working in education.
∙ Prior experience of auditing/quality
assurance.

SRI
SRI is a boutique global executive search and consulting
firm, servicing the rapidly converging industries of media,
entertainment, technology and sport.
We work as one partner-led team with staff based in key
global markets across 11 offices on four continents. We
offer dedicated and specific sector, function and region
expertise. Our services include executive search, board
assessment, succession planning, salary benchmarking,
advising clients on their internal and external hiring
strategy, new market entry and multi-vacancy projects.

To apply, candidates should send the following
documents to the below application email address:
• Letter of application highlighting relevant experience
• Up to date curriculum vitae

pgaac@sriexecutive.com
Please note that you need to have the right to work in the UK.
PGAAC is an equal opportunities employer and welcomes
applications from all sections of the community.

Diversity, equity & inclusion (DEI) is a fundamental priority for SRI. Our philosophy
focusses on embedding inclusive behaviors and proceses across every element of
our business practices, internally and in our work with clients and candidates.
Note: The foregoing represents our best understanding of the client’s needs at
the initiation of this project. It should be assumed that our client would, to some
extent, structure the role in accordance with the successful candidate’s capabilities
and/or fluctuating business conditions. Therefore, the ultimate title and specific
responsibilities of this position will be established during the course of ensuing
discussions.
Along the way, candidates will be asked to submit information pertaining to their
professional experience and educational background, thus enabling the search
consultant to evaluate an individual’s suitability for the position as it has been
defined. SRI Executive complies fully with GDPR regulations regarding personal
information. To see how we protect your information please see our Privacy Policy.

